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Lefteris Paparounas & Faruk Akkuş*
Abstract. We examine a set of agreement asymmetries in the Turkish nominal
domain, motivating two core generalizations. Firstly, the assignment of genitive
case yields an opacifying effect, making certain large nominals, but not pronouns,
into domains inaccessible for agreement. Secondly, this opacifying effect is over-
ridden in cases of binding: if an element that normally fails to agree acts as a
binder, it can exceptionally participate in an agreement relationship. We examine
the implications of these findings for recent proposals on the nature of the Anaphor
Agreement Effect, and for the relationship between case, agreement, and binding.
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1. Introduction. In the Turkish nominal domain, pronouns and anaphors differ in terms of
agreement: pronouns obligatorily trigger full nominal agreement, whereas anaphor fail to agree,
yielding default third-singular agreement. This pattern is, descriptively, an instance of the
Anaphor Agreement Effect (AAE; Rizzi 1990; Woolford 1999) that is at once generalized (in
that it in fact involves non-anaphoric elements as well) and relativized (in that it occurs only
with nominal, but not with verbal, agreement).
We provide evidence for two striking generalizations on this pattern. Firstly, the driving
factor behind this agreement asymmetry is genitive case, which makes anaphors and other
large nominals, but not pronouns, inaccessible for agreement. Secondly, binding overrides the
opacifying effect of the genitive: if an element that normally triggers default agreement binds,
it can agree. Taken together, these observations hint at important conclusions on the relation-
ship between binding and agreement.
2. Default nominal agreement. In this section, we present an overview of the distribution
of default agreement in the Turkish NP, and show that this pattern cannot be derived by the
classical binding conditions alone, pace Kornfilt (2007).
2.1. The basic pattern. In Turkish possessive NPs and nominalized clauses, anaphors and 
pronouns dissociate with respect to their agreeement behavior. Illustrating first with possessive 
NPs, pronominal possessors obligatorily trigger co-varying agreement on the possessed noun.1
(1) a. Biz
we
biz-im
we-gen2
sınav-ımız-ı
exam-1pl.poss-acc
gör-dü-k.
see-pst-1pl.
‘We saw our exam.’ [pro, 1pl]
b. * Biz
we
biz-im
we-gen
sınav-ın-ı
exam-3sg.poss-acc
gör-dü-k.
see-pst-1pl.
‘We saw our exam.’ *[pro, 3sg]
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However, anaphoric possessors are only grammatical with default third-singular agreement on
the possessed noun. We illustrate here with the reciprocal birbir.
(2) a. * Biz
we
birbir-imiz-in
each.other-1pl.poss-gen
sınav-ımız-ı
exam-1pl.poss-acc
gör-dü-k.
see-pst-1pl.
‘We saw each other’s exam.’ *[rec, 1pl]
b. Biz
we
birbir-imiz-in
each.other-1pl.poss-gen
sınav-ın-ı
exam-3sg.poss-acc
gör-dü-k.
see-pst-1pl.
‘We saw each other’s exam.’ [rec, 3sg]
In nominalized embedded clauses, the same pattern obtains. Anaphoric subjects trigger
default third-singular agreement, whereas pronominal subjects trigger co-varying agreement:3
(3) a. * Bizi
we
[ birbir-imiz-ini
each.other-1pl.poss-gen
sınav-ı
exam-acc
geç-tiğ-imiz
pass-fnmlz-1pl.poss
]-i
-acc
san-ıyor-du-k.
believe-prog-pst-1pl
‘We believed that each other passed the exam.’ *[rec, 1pl]
b. Bizi
we
[ birbir-imiz-ini
each.other-1pl.poss-gen
sınav-ı
exam-acc
geç-tiğ-in
pass-fnmlz-3sg.poss
]-i
-acc
san-ıyor-du-k.
believe-prog-pst-1pl
‘We believed that each other passed the exam.’ [rec, 3sg]
(4) a. (Bizi)
we
[ biz-imi / proi
we-gen
sınav-ı
exam-acc
geç-tiğ-imiz
pass-fnmlz-1pl.poss
]-i
-acc
san-ıyor-du-k.
believe-prog-pst-1pl
‘We believed that we passed the exam’ [pro, 1pl]
b. * (Bizi)
you.pl
[ biz-imi / proi
we-gen
sınav-ı
exam-acc
geç-tiğ-in
pass-fnmlz-3sg.poss
]-i
-acc
san-ıyor-du-k.
believe-prog-pst-1pl
‘We believed that we passed the exam’ *[pro, 3sg]
2.2. Against a binding-based account. Kornfilt (2007) argues that the basic pattern de-
scribed above should be reduced to the different binding-theoretic requirements of anaphors 
and pronouns. Though this work does not propose an explicit account to this end, the reason-
ing sketched is as follows.
Suppose that co-varying nominal agreement in a nominalized clause defines that clause as
a binding domain for anaphors and pronouns (George & Kornfilt 1981). As such, when these
elements are subjects of a nominalized clause, they cannot be bound by matrix DPs. Hence,
agreeing reciprocal subjects are not bound in their binding domain, violating whatever derives
3 We illustrate with so-called factive nominalized clauses throughout; as Kornfilt (2007) notes, the same pattern 
obtains with non-factive and future nominalized clauses.
  Glossing abbreviations: 1 = first person, 2 = second person, 3 = third person, abil = abilitative, abl = ablative, ACC=  
accusative, aor = aorist, com = comitative, dat = dative, fnmlz = factive nominalizer, gen = genitive, loc = locative, 
neg = negative, nfnmlz = non-factive nominalizer, nom = nominative, pl = plural, poss = possessive, prog = 
progressive, pst = past, sg = singular.
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Condition A of the classical Binding Theory (Chomsky 1981) and making examples such as
(3a) ungrammatical. By contrast, agreeing pronouns are free within the binding domain, hence
passing Condition B and resulting in grammatical sentences such as (4a). However, default
agreement somehow extends the binding domain defined by the nominalized clause. In this
scenario, embedded subjects can be bound in their domain, ensuring that anaphoric subjects
pass Condition A (3b) and pronominal subjects violate Condition B (4b). Under this approach,
then, agreement is the independent factor responsible for the observed pattern: certain agree-
ment configurations will result in binding violations, whereas others will not.
Kornfilt (2007) is correct to point out that some consideration of binding is necessary to
arrive at a full explanation of the pattern just described: it is clearly surprising that both recip-
rocals and pronouns can occur as subjects of nominalized clauses. However, we will show that
the reasoning advanced in Kornfilt (2007) cannot be entirely on the right track. Two pieces of
evidence suggest that binding alone cannot derive the asymmetric behavior shown by anaphors
versus pronouns.
Firstly, referential pronouns occurring as subjects of nominalized clauses are ungrammati-
cal with default agreement.
(5) a. Ayşe
Ayşe.nom
[ biz-im
we-gen
kek-i
cake-acc
ye-diğ-imiz
eat-fnmlz-1pl.poss
]-e
-dat
inan-ıyor-Ø.
believe-prog-3sg
b. * Ayşe
Ayşe.nom
[ biz-im
we-gen
kek-i
cake-acc
ye-diğ-in
eat-fnmlz-3sg.poss
]-e
-dat
inan-ıyor-Ø.
believe-prog-3sg
‘Ayşe believes that we ate the cake.’
These data are unexpected under a binding-based account of the agreement asymmetry.
Recall that, in such accounts, pronouns are incompatible with default agreement because de-
fault agreement extends the binding domain, causing them to be bound by matrix DPs. But
in (5), the embedded pronoun is clearly referential. Despite the fact that binding is thus not at
stake, the pronoun is still ungrammatical with third-singular agreement.
Importantly, the binding-based approach also makes incorrect predictions as to the behav-
ior of anaphors. Consider firstly that, as discussed by Legate et al. (2019), the Turkish recipro-
cal is a local anaphor, but the inflected reflexive kendi is a logophor.
(6) a. * [ Öğrenci-ler-in
student-pl-gen
birbir-leri-nii
each.other-3pl.poss-acc
beğen-me-si
admire-nfnmlz-3sg.poss
]
öğretmen-ler-ini
teacher-pl-gen
hoş-un-a
liking-3sg.poss-dat
git-ti-Ø.
go-pst-3sg
‘The students’ admiring each otheri was to the teachers’i liking.’ (Legate et al.
2019; 13)
b. [ Oya-nın
Oya-gen
kendi-si-nii
self-3sg.poss-acc
beğen-me-si
admire-nfnmlz-3sg.poss
] Ahmet-ini
Ahmet-gen
hoş-un-a
liking-3sg.poss-dat
git-ti-Ø.
go-pst-3sg
‘Oya’s admiring selfi was to Ahmeti’s liking.’ (Kornfilt 2001; 204)
Note now that, like the reciprocal, the inflected reflexive also disallows co-varying agree-
ment.
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(7) a. * Bizi
we
[ kendi-miz-ini
self-1pl-gen
sınav-ı
exam-acc
geç-tiğ-imiz
pass-fnmlz-1pl
]-i
-acc
san-ıyor-du-k.
believe-prog-pst-1pl
b. Bizi
we
[ kendi-miz-ini
self-1pl-gen
sınav-ı
exam-acc
geç-tiğ-in
pass-fnmlz-3sg
]-i
-acc
san-ıyor-du-k.
believe-prog-pst-1pl
‘We believed that ourselves passed the exam.’ (Kornfilt 2007: 321-322)
These data directly contradict the binding-based approach. We find that two anaphors,
each with different binding-theoretic requirements, behave uniformly with respect to agree-
ment; as such, whatever derives the agreement asymmetry cannot make direct reference to
binding.
2.3. Beyond anaphors. The class of NPs that trigger default nominal agreement includes 
anaphors, but other NPs as well. These NPs are not referentially deficient, and are thus not 
subject to binding-theoretic requirements; this allows us to easily test their behavior in matrix 
contexts. We in turn observe an important contrast: these NPs trigger default agreement in em-
bedded nominalized contexts, but not in matrix contexts.
Let us begin with so-called4 partitive NPs like ikimiz ‘two of us’ and hepimiz ‘all of us’.
Partitives obligatorily trigger co-varying agreement when occurring as subjects of matrix clauses.5
(8) Partitive – Matrix clause
a. Ikimiz
two.of.us
gel-di-k.
come-pst-1pl
b. * Ikimiz
two.of.us
gel-di-Ø.
come-pst-3sg
‘Two of us came’
However, as noted by Ince (2008), partitives pattern with anaphors in triggering obligatory
default agreement in nominalized embedded clauses.
(9) Partitive – Nominalized clause
a. * Çocuk
child
[ ikimiz-in
two.of.us-gen
gel-diğ-imiz
come-fnmlz-1pl.poss
]-i
-acc
söyle-di.
say-pst.3sg
b. Çocuk
child
[ ikimiz-in
two.of.us-gen
gel-diğ-in
come-fnmlz-3sg.poss
]-i
-acc
söyle-di.
say-pst.3sg
‘The child said that two of us came.’
Adnominal pronoun constructions (APCs) like we Turks pattern in the same way. In ma-
trix clauses, they trigger co-varying agreement controlled by the pronoun.
(i) iki
two
miz
1pl.poss
‘two of us’ (literally our two)
4 The term ‘partitive’ may be misleading here, in the sense that these NPs do not have an internal structure paral-
lel to that of Indo-European partitives. For instance, the structure of ikimiz is as follows.
5 Finite embedded clauses pattern identically to matrix clauses with respect to agreement for all purposes below; we 
present only matrix clauses for reasons of space.
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(10) APC – Matrix clause
a. Biz
we
Türk-ler
Turk-pl
çok
very
çalış-ır-ız.
work-aor-1pl
b. * Biz
we
Türk-ler
Turk-pl
çok
very
çalış-ır-Ø.
work-aor-3sg
‘We Turks work hard.’
In embedded nominalized clauses, however, APCs trigger default agreement.
(11) APC – nominalized clause
a. * [ Biz
we
Türk-ler-in
Turk-pl-gen
çok
very
çalış-tığ-ımız
work-fnmlz-1pl.poss
]-ı
-acc
bil-ir-sin.
know-aor-2pl
b. [ Biz
we
Türk-ler-in
Turk-pl-gen
çok
very
çalış-tığ-ın
work-fnmlz-3sg.poss
]-ı
-acc
bil-ir-sin.
know-aor-2pl
‘You know that we Turks work hard.’
The last set of items obeying this matrix/nominalized contrast are the inflected pronouns
bizler and sizler. As background, consider that the regular first and second person plural pro-
nouns, biz ‘we’ and siz ‘you (pl.)’, are portmanteau realizations of person and number. The
forms bizler and sizler consist of the portmanteau forms affixed with the exponent -lAr, tradi-
tionally labeled the plural exponent; however, as biz and siz are already marked for number,
the -lAr in the inflected pronouns must be an exponent of some other category.
Importantly, this morphological difference between biz and siz on the one hand, and bi-
zler and sizler on the other, maps onto divergent patterns of syntactic behavior with respect to
agreement. In matrix clauses, the two sets of pronouns behave identically, obligatorily trigger-
ing co-varying agreement.
(12) Regular pronoun – Matrix clause
a. Biz
we
oraya
there
git-ti-k.
go-pst-1pl
b. * Biz
we
oraya
there
git-ti-Ø.
go-pst-3sg
‘We went there.’
(13) Inflected pronoun – Matrix clause
a. Biz-ler
we-ler
oraya
there
git-ti-k.
go-pst-1pl
b. * Biz-ler
we-ler
oraya
there
git-ti-Ø.
go-pst-3sg
‘We went there.’
But in nominalized embedded clauses, the two sets of pronouns diverge: biz/siz continue
to trigger obligatory co-varying agreement, as seen repeatedly in many examples so far, whereas
bizler/sizler trigger default agreement, thus patterning with anaphors, partitives and APCs.
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(14) Regular pronoun – Nominalized clause
a. Kemal
Kemal
[ biz-im
we-gen
oraya
there
git-tiğ-imiz
go-fnmlz-1pl.poss
]-i
-acc
san-dı-Ø.
think-pst-3sg
b. * Kemal
Kemal
[ biz-im
we-gen
oraya
there
git-tiğ-in
go-fnmlz-3sg.poss
]-i
-acc
san-dı-Ø.
think-pst-3sg
‘Kemal thought that we went there.’
(15) Inflected pronoun – Nominalized clause
a. * Kemal
Kemal
[ biz-ler-in
we-ler-gen
oraya
there
git-tiğ-imiz
go-fnmlz-1pl.poss
]-i
-acc
san-dı-Ø.
think-pst-3sg
b. Kemal
Kemal
[ biz-ler-in
we-ler-gen
oraya
there
git-tiğ-in
go-fnmlz-3sg.poss
]-i
-acc
san-dı-Ø.
think-pst-3sg
‘Kemal thought that we went there.’
The data from partitives, APCs and inflected pronouns are illuminating in three respects.
Firstly, the fact that these elements trigger default agreement only in nominalized clauses sug-
gests that default agreement must derive from some property specific to nominalized clauses.
Secondly, the emergence of third-singular agreement only in the nominal domain eliminates
the possibility, admissible in principle, that third-singular agreement is not a default, but rather
regular agreement triggered by third-singular features residing somewhere in the structure of
the relevant subjects. Finally, partitives, APCs and inflected pronouns are not subject to bind-
ing, and yet still trigger default nominal agreement, corroborating the conclusion above that
binding alone cannot be responsible for the emergence of default agreement.
3. The role of the genitive. The data discussed so far raise two questions.
1. What is the property, shared by anaphors, partitives, APCs and inflected pronouns, that
triggers default agreement? (We call these elements default-triggering NPs henceforth)
2. Why do these NPs only trigger default agreement in the nominal domain?
The core challenge posed by the Turkish data lies in the combination of these two ques-
tions. Anaphors, partitives, APCs and inflected pronouns must share some property, to the
exclusion of pronouns, that triggers default agreement; at the same time, this property must
trigger default agreement only when these elements are in the nominal domain.
We argue that a unified answer to both questions comes from an independent difference
between nominalized and verbal clauses, namely, case-marking on the subject. Recall that
the subjects of verbal clauses are nominative, whereas the subjects of nominalized clauses are
genitive; we suggest that genitive case is the factor responsible for the emergence of default
agreement in the nominal domain. Genitive case treats default-triggering NPs differently from
pronouns, making the former, but not the latter, into domains opaque for agreement.
Striking evidence for the genitive as the factor deriving default agreement comes from an
independent difference between adjunct and argument nominalized clauses. So far, we have
only encountered nominalized clauses with genitive subjects; however, Kornfilt (2003) notes
that the subjects of factive nominalized clauses must be nominative if the clause is an adjunct.
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(16) a. Ben
I
[ Ali-*(nin)
Ali-gen
cam-ı
glass-acc
kır-dığ-ı
break-fnmlz-3sg.poss
zaman
time
]-ı
-acc
bil-iyor-du-m.
know-prog-pst-1sg
‘I knew when Ali broke the glass.’
b. Ben
I
[ Ali-(*nin)
Ali
cam-ı
glass-acc
kır-dığ-ı
break-fnmlz-3sg.poss
zaman
time
] gerçeğ-i
truth-acc
bil-iyor-du-m.
know-prog-pst-1sg
‘I knew the truth when Ali broke the glass.’ (Aygen 2007; 2)
In (16a), the nominalized clause is an argument of the matrix verb knew, functioning as an
embedded question; here, the subject must be genitive, as we have been seeing so far. Com-
pare this state of affairs to (16b), where the nominalized clause is adjoined as a temporal ad-
verb: here, the subject must be nominative.6
Strikingly, in adjunct nominalized clauses, where the subject must be nominative, default-
triggering NPs trigger full agreement, thus patterning with pronouns.
(17) a. [ [ Biz-(*im)
we
yemek
food
pişir-diğ-imiz
cook-fnmlz-1pl.poss
]-den
-abl
dolayı
because
] konser-e
concert-dat
gid-e-me-di-m.
go-abil-neg-pst-1sg
‘Because we cooked, I was unable to go to the concert.’ (Kornfilt 2003: 151)
b. [ [ Biz-ler-(*in)
we-ler
yemek
food
pişir-diğ-imiz
cook-fnmlz-1pl.poss
]-den
-abl
dolayı
because
] konser-e
concert-dat
gid-e-me-di-m.
go-abil-neg-pst-1sg
‘Because we cooked, I was unable to go to the concert.’
Importantly, default agreement with a nominative-marked default-triggering NP is ungram-
matical.
(18) * [ [ Biz-ler
we-ler
yemek
food
pişir-diğ-in
cook-fnmlz-3sg.poss
]-den
-abl
dolayı
because
] konser-e
concert-dat
gid-e-me-di-m.
go-abil-neg-pst-1sg
‘Because we cooked, I was unable to go to the concert.’
In other words, when they receive genitive case, pronouns and default-triggering NPs dis-
sociate: the latter, but not the former, trigger default agreement. But this dissociation is neu-
tralized when they are marked with nominative case, as in verbal clauses and adjunct nominal-
ized clauses. Genitive case, then, must be responsible for the emergence of default agreement.7
7 This has been independently conjectured in Satık (2020), though the evidence in favor of this generalization 
mentioned here is not noted in this work. Satik does, however, offer a proposal as to why the genitive creates opaque 
domains; we postpone discussion of this proposal to Section 5.
6 Kornfilt (2003) notes that the same pattern does not obtain with non-factive clauses, whose subjects must always be 
genitive.
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4. Binding/agreement interactions. At the center of this paper so far has been the observa-
tion that, when the subject of a nominalized clause is a genitive-marked anaphor, partitive,
APC or inflected pronoun, the nominalized verb must bear default agreement. In this section,
we introduce the only instance where this pattern is violated. When a default-triggering sub-
ject of a nominalized clause (e.g. a partitive NP) binds an element lower in the structure, the
nominalized verb can receive either default or co-varying agreement. In other words, the possi-
bility of co-varying agreement with a genitive-marked default-triggering subject – absent in all
cases seen above – is licensed when the nominalized clause contains an element bound by the
subject. Binding licenses the otherwise illicit possibility of full agreement.
To illustrate this pattern, let us contrast full unbound NPs with reciprocals in the object
position of a clause whose subject is a partitive. In matrix clauses, full NP and reciprocal ob-
jects pattern together: co-varying agreement is obligatory in both cases.
(19) Matrix clause – Full DP IA
a. İkimiz
two.of.us
kitab-ı
book-acc
sev-iyor-uz.
like-prog-1pl
‘The two of us like the book’ [V: 1pl]
b. * İkimiz
two.of.us
kitab-ı
book-acc
sev-iyor-Ø.
like-prog-3sg
‘The two of us like the book.’ *[V: 3sg]
(20) Matrix clause – Reciprocal IA
a. İkimiz
two.of.us
birbir-imiz-i
each.other-1pl.poss-acc
sev-iyor-uz.
like-prog-1pl
‘The two of us like each other.’ [rec: 1pl, V: 1pl]
b. * İkimiz
two.of.us
birbir-imiz-i
each.other-1pl.poss-acc
sev-iyor-Ø.
like-prog-3sg
‘The two of us like each other.’ *[rec: 1pl, V: 3sg]
c. * İkimiz
two.of.us
birbir-in-i
each.other-3sg.poss-acc
sev-iyor-Ø.
like-prog-3sg
‘The two of us like each other.’ *[rec: 3sg, V: 3sg]
d. * İkimiz
two.of.us
birbir-in-i
each.other-3sg.poss-acc
sev-iyor-uz.
like-prog-1pl
‘The two of us like each other.’ *[rec: 3sg, V: 1pl]
Now consider nominalized clauses. In nominalized clauses with partitive subjects and full
NP internal arguments, default agreement is obligatory and co-varying agreement is impossi-
ble; this is the pattern discussed at length in the previous section.
(21) Nominalized clause – Full DP IA
a. * Çocuk
child
[ ikimiz-in
two.of.us-gen
kitab-ı
book-acc
sev-diğ-imiz
like-fnmlz-1pl.poss
]-i
-acc
söyle-di.
say-pst
‘The child said that the two of us like the book.’ *[V: 1pl]
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b. Çocuk
child
[ ikimiz-in
two.of.us-gen
kitab-ı
book-acc
sev-diğ-in
like-fnmlz-3sg.poss
]-i
-acc
söyle-di.
say-pst
‘The child said that the two of us like the book.’ [V: 3sg]
But a remarkable observation emerges when we substitute the full DP object in (21) for a
reciprocal: here, co-varying agreement becomes possible alongside default agreement.8
(22) Nominalized clause – Reciprocal IA
a. Onlar
they
[ ikimiz-in
two.of.us-gen
birbir-imiz-i
each.other-1pl.poss-acc
sev-diğ-imiz
like-fnmlz-1pl.poss
]-i
-acc
söyledi-ler.
said-pl
‘They said that the two of us like each other.’ [rec: 1pl, V: 1pl]
b. Onlar
they
[ ikimiz-in
two.of.us-gen
birbir-imiz-i
each.other-1pl.poss-acc
sev-diğ-in
like-fnmlz-3sg.poss
]-i
-acc
söyledi-ler.
said-pl
‘They said that the two of us like each other.’ [rec: 1pl, V: 3sg]
c. * Onlar
they
[ ikimiz-in
two.of.us-gen
birbir-in-i
each.other-3sg.poss-acc
sev-diğ-in
like-fnmlz-3sg.poss
]-i
-acc
söyledi-ler.
said-pl
‘They said that the two of us like each other.’ *[rec: 3sg, V: 3sg]
d. * Onlar
they
[ ikimiz-in
two.of.us-gen
birbir-in-i
each.other-3sg.poss-acc
sev-diğ-imiz
like-fnmlz-1pl.poss
]-i
-acc
söyledi-ler.
said-pl
‘They said that the two of us like each other.’ *[rec: 3sg, V: 1pl]
In other words, the requirement for default agreement with certain kinds of subjects is
overridden when the nominalized clause contains a bound element. Importantly, even though
co-varying agreement becomes grammatical, default agreement does not become ungrammati-
cal: instead, either option is admissible.
Crucially, this pattern of optionality seems to be derived by any bound element, not just
reciprocals. For instance, the pattern persists if, instead of a reciprocal, the subject partitive
binds a pronoun.9
(23) a. Leyla
Leyla
[ ikimiz-in
two.of.us-gen
tez-ler-imiz-i
thesis-pl-1pl.poss-acc
nihayet
finally
bitir-diğ-imiz
finish-fnmlz-1pl.poss
]-i
-acc
söyle-di-Ø.
say-pst-3sg
‘Leyla said that the two of us finally finished our theses.’ [BndPro: 1pl, V: 1pl]
8 Some speakers consistently report all (c) examples below to be significantly worse than (a,b), but marginally 
9 Thanks to Jaklin Kornfilt for bringing this data point to our attention.
better than (d).
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b. Leyla
Leyla
[ ikimiz-in
two.of.us-gen
tez-ler-imiz-i
thesis-pl-1pl.poss-acc
nihayet
finally
bitir-diğ-in
finish-fnmlz-3sg.poss
]-i
-acc
söyle-di-Ø.
say-pst-3sg
‘Leyla said that the two of us finally finished our theses.’ [BndPro: 1pl, V: 3sg]
c. * Leyla
Leyla
[ ikimiz-in
two.of.us-gen
tez-ler-i-ni
thesis-pl-3sg.poss-acc
nihayet
finally
bitir-diğ-in
finish-fnmlz-3sg.poss
]-i
-acc
söyle-di-Ø.
say-pst-3sg
‘L said that the two of us finally finished our theses.’ *[BndPro: 3sg, V: 3sg]
d. * Leyla
Leyla
[ ikimiz-in
two.of.us-gen
tez-ler-i-ni
thesis-pl-3sg.poss-acc
nihayet
finally
bitir-diğ-imiz
finish-fnmlz-1pl.poss
]-i
-acc
söyle-di-Ø.
say-pst-3sg
‘L said that the two of us finally finished our theses.’ *[BndPro: 3sg, V: 1pl]
Note also that this is not an effect of linear order, as it persists when we scramble the in-
ternal argument out of the nominalized clause:
(24) Birbir-imiz-ij
each.other-1pl.poss-acc
onlar
they
[ ikimiz-in
two.of.us-gen
tj sev-diğ-imiz
like-fnmlz-1pl.poss
]-i
-acc
söyledi-ler.
said-1pl
‘They said that the two of us like each other.’ [rec: 1pl, V: 1pl]
If bound elements in the nominalized clause enable co-varying agreement on the verb,
a natural question concerns how local the bound element must be to the verb to trigger this
effect. It seems that this relationship need not be extremely local.
In the examples above, co-varying agreement was made possible by a bound element oc-
curring as the internal argument of a transitive verb. The same pattern, however, obtains with
dative-marked arguments of unaccusative verbs.
(25) a. Öğretmen
teacher
[ kura-da
draw-loc
ikimiz-in
two.of.us-gen
birbir-imiz-e
each.other-1pl.poss-dat
çık-tığ-ımız
appear-fnmlz-1pl.poss
]-ı
-acc
söyle-di.
said-3sg
‘The teacher said that the two of us matched with each other in the draw.’
[rec: 1pl, V: 1pl]
b. Öğretmen
teacher
[ kura-da
draw-loc
ikimiz-in
two.of.us-gen
birbir-imiz-e
each.other-1pl.poss-dat
çık-tığ-ın
appear-fnmlz-3sg.poss
]-ı
-acc
söyle-di.
said-3sg
‘The teacher said that the two of us matched with each other in the draw.’
[rec: 1pl, V: 3sg]
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c. * Öğretmen
teacher
[ kura-da
draw-loc
ikimiz-in
two.of.us-gen
birbir-in-e
each.other-3sg.poss-dat
çık-tığ-ın
appear-fnmlz-3sg.poss
]-ı
-acc
söyle-di.
said-3sg
‘The teacher said that the two of us matched with each other in the draw.’
*[rec: 3sg, V: 3sg]
d. * Öğretmen
teacher
[ kura-da
draw-loc
ikimiz-in
two.of.us-gen
birbir-in-e
each.other-3sg.poss-dat
çık-tığ-ımız
appear-fnmlz-1pl.poss
]-ı
-acc
söyle-di.
said-3sg
‘The teacher said that the two of us matched with each other in the draw.’
*[rec: 3sg, V: 1pl]
The pattern persists under multiple embeddings.10 In the following example, the interme-
diate nominalized verb can optionally bear co-varying agreement triggered by a reciprocal.
However, this reciprocal is not an argument of the intermediate nominalized verb, being in-
stead embedded in a comitative adjunct to that verb.
(26) a. Kemal
Kemal
[ hepimiz-in
all.of.us-gen
dün
yesterday
bütün
whole
günü
day
birbir-imiz-i
each.other-1pl-acc
öv-mek-le
praise-nfnmlz-com
geçir-diğ-imiz
pass-fnmlz-1pl.poss
]-i
-acc
söyle-di-Ø.
say-pst-3sg
‘Kemal said that all of us spent the whole day yesterday praising each other.’
[rec: 1pl, V: 1pl]
b. Kemal
Kemal
[ hepimiz-in
all.of.us-gen
dün
yesterday
bütün
whole
günü
day
birbir-imiz-i
each.other-1pl-acc
öv-mek-le
praise-nfnmlz-com
geçir-diğ-in
pass-fnmlz-3sg.poss
]-i
-acc
söyle-di-Ø.
say-pst-3sg
‘Kemal said that all of us spent the whole day yesterday praising each other.’
[rec: 1pl, V: 3sg]
Finally, the effect persists if the bound element is in a co-ordinated NP, regardless of the
order of conjuncts.
(27) a. Baba-n
father-2sg.poss
[ ikimiz-in
two.of.us-gen
birbir-imiz
each.other-1pl.poss
ve
and
siz-ler
you.pl-ler
için
for
yaşa-dığ-ımız
live-fnmlz-1pl.poss
]-ı
-acc
söyle-di-Ø.
say-pst-3sg
‘Your father said that the two of us live for each other and you.’
[rec: 1pl, V: 1pl]
10 We have encountered speakers for whom the data in (26) and (27) patterns differently, with the contrast between 
the (a,b) and (c,d) examples not being as clear.
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b. Baba-n
father-2sg.poss
[ ikimiz-in
two.of.us-gen
birbir-imiz
each.other-1pl.poss
ve
and
siz-ler
you.pl-ler
için
for
yaşa-dığ-ın
live-fnmlz-3sg.poss
]-ı
-acc
söyle-di-Ø.
say-pst-3sg
‘Your father said that the two of us live for each other and you.’
[rec: 1pl, V: 3sg]
c. * Baba-n
father-2sg.poss
[ ikimiz-in
two.of.us-gen
birbir-i
each.other-3sg.poss
ve
and
siz-ler
you.pl-ler
için
for
yaşa-dığ-ın
live-fnmlz-3sg.poss
]-ı
-acc
söyle-di-Ø.
say-pst-3sg
‘Your father said that the two of us live for each other and you.’
*[rec: 3sg, V: 3sg]
d. * Baba-n
father-2sg.poss
[ ikimiz-in
two.of.us-gen
birbir-i
each.other-3sg.poss
ve
and
siz-ler
you.pl-ler
için
for
yaşa-dığ-ımız
live-fnmlz-1pl.poss
]-ı
-acc
söyle-di-Ø.
say-pst-3sg
‘Your father said that the two of us live for each other and you.’
*[rec: 3sg, V: 1pl]
In summary, in nominalized clauses with a default-triggering subject, default agreement
is not the only possibility after all; instead, if the clause contains a bound element, co-varying
agreement becomes possible as well. Importantly, the emergence of co-varying agreement does
not depend on the bound element being an argument of the nominalized verb.
5. Conclusion: Towards an analysis. We conclude with a set of remarks towards an explana-
tory analysis of the Turkish facts.
Firstly, a set of observations relevant to the distribution of default agreement in the Turk-
ish nominal domain is the Anaphor Agreement Effect (AAE), a family of phenomena suggest-
ing that anaphors resist being construed in agreeing positions cross-linguistically (Rizzi 1990;
Woolford 1999). At this point, it is instructive to consider two sets of analyses that have been
proposed to account for the AAE.
Under one kind of analysis, which we will call the structural underspecification approach,
anaphors cannot trigger regular agreement because they are structurally deficient. A common
view implements this deficiency as lack of phi-features: anaphors begin their derivational life
as empty phi-feature bundles that must be valued by another DP (Kratzer 2009; Reuland 2001,
2011). In the semantics, this structural deficiency translates into a referential deficiency; in
the syntax, it leads to the inability of anaphors to trigger agreement before they receive phi-
features from their antecedent.
A second analytical possibility is found in structural opacity approach. Under this view, it
is not necessary that anaphors be completely devoid of phi-features at the point where agree-
ment takes place. Instead, anaphors are taken to be structurally opaque: phi-features may be
present, but the internal structure of anaphors renders these phi-features invisible to operations
from outside; Preminger’s (2019) phi encapsulation account is a prime example of such an
analysis (cf. Abramovitz & Bassi 2020 for recent discussion).
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(28) Structural underspecification
ProbeP
XP
...
DP
anaphor[
iφ: __
]
Probe[
uφ: __
]
7
failed valuation
(29) Structural opacity
ProbeP
XP
...
AnaphP
PhiP
...
Phi[
iφ: 1pl
]
Anaph
Probe[
uφ: __
]
7
All things being equal, the underspecification approach seems ill-suited to capturing the
totality of Turkish data. Recall that pronouns like bizler trigger default agreement; however,
under standard assumptions, (referential) pronouns are fully specified for phi-features. More-
over, it is not clear how the underspecification approach would answer Question 2 above: why
should partitives, APCs and inflected pronouns be underspecified for phi-features only in the
nominal domain? Note also that the link between structural and referential deficiency that jus-
tifies underspecification for anaphors does not obtain for the entire class of NPs that trigger
default agreement in Turkish. In analyses such as that of Kratzer (2009), it is the lack of phi-
features on anaphors that makes them referentially deficient, and binding is viewed as the pro-
cess of feature valuation of the anaphor by a higher DP. But partitives, APCs and inflected
pronouns are referentially autonomous, weakening the case for a structural underspecification
account applied to these data.
On the other hand, our generalization in Section 3 concerning the role of the genitive is
an instantiation of the structural opacity approach: genitive case renders some nominal con-
stituents opaque for agreement. We now turn to a specific proposal for how this might be ac-
complished.
In discussing Turkish partitives and APCs, Satık (2020) offers a phase-based implementa-
tion of the structural opacity approach. Under this analysis, genitive case assignment projects a
KP layer, where K is a phase head in Turkish. This analysis assumes that partitives and APCs
are embedded in the complement of the phase head; as such, after case has been assigned, they
undergo spell-out and are inaccessible for agreement. This analysis also assumes that the phi-
features of pronouns are visible at the edge of KP, such that they will be available for probing.
Finally, Satık (2020) takes nominative case assignment to amount to caselessness (Preminger
& Kornfilt 2015); as such, no KP is projected, and both pronouns and partitives/APCs agree
when marked nominative.
Though we consider it encouraging that both this paper and Satık (2020) have indepen-
dently arrived at the same descriptive generalization concerning the genitive, the phase-based
implementation of this intuition does not seem capable for accounting for the full range of
facts. Firstly, some conceptual remarks are in order. The phase-based approach crucially relies
on extremely specific assumptions on the nature of case assignment, and on the timing of case
assignment relative to agreement. This approach requires that case be assigned to the subject
of nominalized clauses before these subjects are probed for agreement; additionally, it requires
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that case assignment be realized as the presence of a KP node in the syntax (or, in any case,
at the same level as that where agreement takes place; Bobaljik 2008). Crucially, however, no
aspect of the Turkish facts motivates either assumption; it is then not encouraging that, if we
were to choose a different (and perhaps more conventional) theory of the relation between case
and agreement, the phase-based implementation would simply not work.
Perhaps more importantly, there are empirical reasons that motivate a move away from
this phase-based approach. Firstly, recall that the class of default-triggering nominals includes
not only partitives and APCs, discussed in Satık (2020), but also anaphors and inflected pro-
nouns, not discussed therein. The latter two cases are illuminating. Firstly, under the phase-
based approach, anaphors would need to be in a different phase to their antecedent in order to
trigger default agreement; this raises the question of how reciprocals, which are local anaphors,
are at once capable of being bound and of triggering default agreement. Unless binding across
phases is somehow possible, the phase-based analysis makes the wrong prediction here. Sec-
ondly, inflected pronouns like bizler also trigger default agreement; if, like their plain pronom-
inal counterparts, they are merged in the edge of KP, they should trigger full agreement, con-
trary to fact. The possible retort that bizler is simply merged in a different position to regular
pronouns merely serves to highlight the fact that no principled reason is given for merging
pronouns in a different position to larger NPs.
A different account of the role of the opacifying effect on genitive case would capitalize
on the difference in size between pronouns and larger default-triggering nominals. We believe
the contrast between regular pronouns (biz) and inflected pronouns (bizler) to be particularly
suggestive to this end: it is striking that biz triggers full agreement unless it bears an additional
morpheme, at which point it triggers default agreement instead. Perhaps, then, genitive treats
pronouns and default-triggering nominals differently not because the two are merged in differ-
ent positions in the extended nominal projection, but because each realizes a differently sized
nominal. In other words, case relates differently to small nominals such as pronouns compared
to larger ones. Though this intuition remains to be fleshed out, it receives support from data
suggesting that case is ‘closer’ to pronouns than to full NPs for purposes of suppletion (Smith
et al. 2019).
Finally, the facts reported in our Section 4 may have important implications for the rela-
tionship between binding and agreement. That binding licenses an otherwise impossible agree-
ment configuration seems fully consonant with the idea that binding is mediated by agreement
(Reuland 2001, 2006). At the same time, we note that the relationship is not one-to-one: de-
fault agreement remains possible in the binding configurations examined. In other words, the
correct generalization does not take the form ‘if a default-triggering element binds, it must
agree’, but rather ‘if a default-triggering element binds, it can agree’. Understanding the pre-
cise mechanics at play here, alongside the apparent optionality between default and full agree-
ment under binding, is an important direction for the future. Nonetheless, Turkish presents the
first case that we know of where binding effects a structural difference on the binder: in Turk-
ish, binding enables full agreement, a possibility otherwise unavailable with default-triggering
nominals.
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